Abstract: Tunka-Rex is a new radio antenna array which extends the Tunka experiment in Siberia close to lake Baikal. It consists of 20 antennas on an area of 1 km 2 which measure the radio emission of high-energy air showers. Tunka-Rex is triggered by the photomultiplier array of Tunka measuring air-Cherenkov light of air showers in the energy range from about 10 16 eV to 10 18 eV. This configuration allows for the worldwide first hybrid measurements of the radio and air-Cherenkov signal for the same events: an ideal situation to perform a cross-calibration between both methods. Consequently, the main goal of Tunka-Rex is to determine the achievable energy and X max precision of radio measurements by comparing them to the reconstruction of the air-Cherenkov measurements. Tunka-Rex started operation in autumn 2012, and already detected air-shower events. In this paper we present the status of Tunka-Rex and first results which indicate that Tunka-Rex measures indeed the radio emission by air showers and that is is sensitive to their energy.
Introduction
One of the key questions for the usability of the radio technique for cosmic-ray physics at ultra-high energies is whether radio measurements can provide a sufficient reconstruction precision for the properties of the primary cosmicray particles (arrival direction, energy, mass). Other radio experiments, e.g., LOPES [1] at the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology in Germany, could already prove that digital antenna arrays can detect air-showers with an energy threshold of approximately 10 17 eV. The achieved precision for the direction is less than 1 • , which already is more than sufficient for current questions in astroparticle physics of charged cosmic rays [2] . Other experiments could also show that it is in principle possible to reconstruct the energy with radio measurements [2, 3, 4] , and X max , the atmospheric depth of the shower maximum [5, 6] , a quantity sensitive to the primary mass. However, they could only give upper limits for the precisions (20 % for the energy and about 100 g/cm 2 for X max ). This would be worse than what is reached by other detection techniques, but at the moment only the upper limits are known. It is open which precision for the energy and the mass composition can be achieved by radio arrays in radio-quiet environments. In particular, it is an open question whether the precision of the radio technique can be competitive to other techniques like air-fluorescence and air-Cherenkov-light measurements, which in contrast to the radio measurements are only possible in dark moonless nights.
The main goal of Tunka-Rex, the radio extension of the Tunka observatories for air showers, is to answer this question, i.e., to determine the precision for the energy and the atmospheric depth of the shower maximum X max for the Tunka-Rex measurements. For this purpose, Tunka-Rex is built at the location of the Tunka-133 photomultiplier array measuring the air-Cherenkov light of air showers in the energy range between 10 16 and 10 18 eV [7] . Data of both detectors are recorded by a shared data-acquisition system, and the radio antennas are triggered by the photomultiplier measurements. This setup automatically provides hybrid measurements of the radio and the air-Cherenkov signal, and consequently allows a cross-calibration of both techniques. In particular, we can test the sensitivity of the Tunka-Rex radio measurements for the energy and for X max by comparing them to the measurements of the established air-Cherenkov array.
Setup and Status
Tunka-Rex currently consists of 20 antennas attached by cables to the data-acquisition system (DAQ) of the Tunka photomultiplier (PMT) array (Fig. 1) , which is organized in 25 clusters formed by 7 PMT each. The spacing between the antennas in the inner clusters is approximately 200 m, covering an area of roughly 1 km 2 . At each antenna position there are two orthogonally aligned SALLAs [8] , which enables a reconstruction of the electric field vector provided that the arrival direction of the signal is known. The SALLA has been chosen as antenna not only for economic reasons, but also because its properties depend only little on environmental conditions. Tunka-Rex is triggered by the photomultipliers and records the radio signal from the air showers be- is suppressed with an analog filter. First, this improves the signal-to-noise ratio of the air-shower radio signals, second, this ensures that we measure in the first Nyquist domain and can fully reconstruct the signal in this frequency band. Each of the clusters features its own local DAQ. There the signal from both, the antennas and the PMTs, is digitized and transmitted to the central DAQ where it is stored on disk. For more details on the Tunka-Rex hardware and how it impacts the systematic measurement uncertainties, see Ref. [9] . Tunka-Rex started operation on 8 October 2012. Since then operates whenever the PMT array is operating, i.e. in dark moonless nights with good weather excluding the summer months from May to September. Only a small fraction of the air-Cherenkov events have also a clear radio signal (see Fig. 2 for an example). The reason is that the amplitude of the radio signal depends on the energy and the geometry of the air shower, in particular, the angle between the shower axis and the geomagnetic field, the shower inclination, and the relative position of the antennas. For a first analysis we used only high quality events which have a clear radio signal (amplitude / background > 4) in at least three antennas. Moreover we demand that the direction reconstructed from the arrival times of the radio signal agrees within 5 • with the direction obtained from the photomultiplier array. This cut excludes most of the background events, which by chance pass the signal-to-noise cut. In future, we plan to develop improved quality criteria based on the radio signal alone, to distinguish real from false events. For analysis of the radio measurements, we use the radio extension of the Offline software framework developed by the Pierre Auger Collaboration [10, 11] . It features a correction of the measured radio signal for the properties of the used hardware and a reconstruction of the electric field-strength vector at each antenna position.
First Results
Until now, we found 49 events with a zenith angle θ ≤ 50 • , and 82 events with θ > 50 • in an effective measurement time of 392 hours ( Table 1 ). The distinction between more and less inclined showers is necessary, since the airCherenkov array can provide a good estimate for the energy and X max only for the less inclined events, i.e. only these events can be used for the cross-calibration of the radio and Arrival directions of the Tunka-Rex events passing the quality cuts. Due to the geomagnetic effect, the radio signal is expected to be on average stronger for events coming from North, which explains the asymmetry in the detection efficiency: 89 of the 131 events are in the northern half of the plot, and 42 in the southern half. the air-Cherenkov measurements. Generally, the radio efficiency increases not only with large geomagnetic angles α, i.e. the angle between the shower axis and the geomagnetic field (Figs. 3 and 4 ), but also with larger zenith angles. Thus, once the cross-calibration is performed, we can use the inclined events to increase the total statistics of Tunka measurements at high energies. In addition, we expect that the event rate will increase when we complete the array to 25 antennas this autumn, and optimize our algorithms for digital background suppression.
To test the expected sensitivity of the Tunka-Rex measurements to air shower parameters, in particular to the energy, we reconstructed the lateral distribution of the radio signal for the 49 events with θ ≤ 50 • . In a first approach, we used the shower geometry provided by the denser airCherenkov array to calculate the distance from each antenna to the shower axis, and then plotted the maximum absolute value of the electric field-strength vector as function of this axis distance. To estimate the uncertainties of the amplitude measurements and to correct the measured amplitudes for a bias due to background, we used formulas developed for the east-west aligned antennas of LOPES [12] , and then fitted an exponential function (Fig. 5) .
Consistent with several historic and modern experiments [13, 2, 3, 4] , the amplitude parameter of the lateral distribution is correlated with the primary energy (Fig. 6) . However, the analysis is still preliminary, e.g., because of the preliminary status of the calibration and because the impact of the background at Tunka has to be studied in more detail. Moreover, we expect that the slope of the lateral distribution is sensitive to the position of the shower maximum [14, 15] , which we will analyze in near future by comparing Tunka-Rex measurements to the X max reconstruction of the PMT array Tunka-133. Future work will be dedicated to find an optimal reconstruction algorithm for the energy and X max , and to test the achievable precision by comparison to the air-Cherenkov measurements. In addition to using the lateral distribution, X max might also be obtained form the radio measurements via the shape of the radio wavefront [16, 17] , or the slope of the frequency spectrum [18] .
Conclusion
Tunka-Rex started operation in autumn 2012, and successfully measured the radio emission of air showers with energies above 10 17 eV in combination with the Tunka airCherenkov array. Thus, Tunka provides hybrid measurements which enable a cross-calibration between the airCherenkov and the radio signal. Our measurements are compatible with the picture that the radio emission originates mainly from the geomagnetic deflection of the electrons and positrons in the air shower [19] , since the efficiency depends on the energy and the arrival direction. Moreover, Tunka-Rex offers ideal conditions to test the X max sensitivity and precision by comparing the radio reconstruction to the air-Cherenkov measurements.
In future, we plan to optimize the reconstruction techniques, and to compare our measurements to simulations and other experiments. Moreover, we plan to trigger TunkaRex also by the scintillator extension of Tunka [7] , and thus can measure also during day and increase the duty cycle by an order of magnitude. Finally, we collaborate with TunkaHiSCORE [20] , and will equip some of the HiSCORE detector stations in the Tunka array with additional antennas. By this we can study to which extent a denser array of radio detectors can increase the detection efficiency and the precision for the energy and for the mass composition.
